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Book Beautiful Bastard (The Beautiful Series) By Christina Lauren



NYT and USA TODAY BESTSELLER An ambitious intern. A perfectionist executive. And a whole lot of name calling. Whip-smart, hardworking, and on her way to an MBA, Chloe Mills has only one problem: her boss, Bennett Ryan. He's exacting, blunt, inconsiderate--and completely irresistible. A Beautiful Bastard. Bennett has returned to Chicago from France to take a vital role in his family's massive media business. He never expected that the assistant who'd been helping him from abroad was the gorgeous, innocently provocative--completely infuriating--creature he now has to see every day. Despite the rumors, he's never been one for a workplace hookup. But Chloe's so tempting he's willing to bend the rules--or outright smash them--if it means he can have her. All over the office. As their appetites for one another increase to a breaking point, Bennett and Chloe must decide exactly what they're willing to lose in order to win each other. Originally only available online as The Office by tby789--and garnering over 2 million reads on fanfiction sites--Beautiful Bastard has been extensively updated for re-release. Read PDF Beautiful Bastard (The Beautiful Series) By Christina Lauren ,Book Beautiful Bastard (The Beautiful Series) By Christina Lauren ,Pdf Beautiful Bastard (The Beautiful Series) By Christina Lauren ,Book Beautiful Bastard (The Beautiful Series) By Christina Lauren ,PDF Beautiful Bastard (The Beautiful Series) By Christina Lauren Click here for Download Ebook Beautiful Bastard (The Beautiful Series) By Christina Lauren PDF Free Click here Ebook Beautiful Bastard (The Beautiful Series) By Christina Lauren For DOWNLOAD Review "The perfect blend of sex, sass and heart, Beautiful Bastard is a steamy battle of wills that will get your blood pumping!" (S.C. Stephens, bestselling author of Thoughtless) “Filled with plenty of hot sex and sizzling tension.” (RT Book Reviews) “…deliciously steamy…” (EW.com) “Smart, sexy, and satisfying...destined to become a romance classic.” (Tara Sue Me, bestselling author of The



Submissive,) “A devilishly depraved cross between a hardcore porn and a very special episode of The Office…For us fetish-friendly fiends to feast on!!” (PerezHilton.com) “Beautiful Bastard has heart, heat, and a healthy dose of snark. Romance readers who love a smart plot are in for an amazingly sexy treat!” (Myra McEntire, author of Hourglass) "Beautiful Bastard is the perfect mix of passionate romance and naughty eroticism. I couldn’t, and didn’t, put it down until I’d read every last word." (Elena Raines, Twilightish) About the Author Christina and Lauren are a writing duo who have been swooning over romance novels for as long as they can remember. Separated by the pesky state of Nevada, these co-author besties speak several times a day, agree that Ruby Pumps is the best nail polish color ever and would, if given the choice, spend all day staring at the ocean from the San Clemente pier. You can find them online at ChristinaLaurenBooks.com or at @seeCwrite & @lolashoes on Twitter. Customer Reviews Most helpful customer reviews 0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. A great add on to the series! By chrissycf Another amazing book in the Beautiful Bastard series! Beautiful Bombshell takes place after Beautiful Stranger and is a novella told in Bennett and Max's points of view. Max has taken the guys to Vegas to celebrate Bennett's bachelor party, but Sara and Chloe are scheming and have found some ways to surprise the guys. This book takes place over one crazy night where Bennett and Max are chasing the girls all over Vegas, and trying to keep Henry and Will out of the loop on what is going on. I really enjoyed getting to read this book in the guy's points of view only, and it was quite hilarious. When a way to distract Will goes horribly wrong, his payback to Bennett and Max is priceless. I really can't wait to dive into Will's book after getting to know him even more in this one. This book is a very quick read, but an amazing add on to the series. The guys are quite hilarious, and the girls.. I love Chloe and Sara! They knew exactly what they were doing, and it was hilarious to watch the guys stumble over themselves to get to them. This book definitely has some really hot scenes (like all other books in this series) but getting to see more of the guys in their element was by far the most enjoyable part of this book. 1 of 1 people found the following review helpful. AMAZING! By Lauren Blake Yes, I'm one of the people that followed this story back when it was a Fanfic. And when I found out it was going to be turned into a book, I danced around like a lunatic. I don't even know what to say about this book that hasn't already been said. Was it hot? Uh...duh? This book was insanity-inducing! I know there's people that complain about how much Bennett is mean to her at first, and how much Chloe is meant to him as well... I find it understandable. When faced with an attraction that seems unrequited, and the other person is being less than nice to you, you usually act the same way back. And vice versa. I for one think it set up a hot, tense chemistry. The whole time I'm reading the beginning, know the first love scene is coming soon, and I'm like uh huh uh huh. And then the love scene happened. And I had read it before, many times, but it had been a while. I must have forgotten some details about how hot it was. Because I'm reading. And suddenly, I'm dying. And Bennett, is, as has now been stated thousands of time, one hot piece of aggressive, animalistic, dominant male. Point blank. As a matter of fact, I will accept no arguments on the matter. None. I have to admit, that at 24% in, all the panty ripping had me confused, kinda disturbed, and slightly annoyed because it's unrealistic that any woman's skin can handle that much abuse. At one point you're left wondering just how these two are going to get their act together and actually work out some kind of HEA. Of course, before we even get to that part, the dressing room love scene takes place. Oh mother of everything that's holy, the dressing room LOVE SCENE. I do have to admit, there were moments where Chloe had me ready to kill her. When he opened her account at La Perla? Overreaction. Then they have explosive sex in their car...and for some reason that's still not clear to me, she kicks him out of her car right after. Overreaction. Mind you, I'm only 37% in at this point, and although everyone says that Bennett is the one with issues, his justifications and thought processes were making more sense to me at this point than Chloe's were. Seriously, I was wondering if maybe she was PMSing for the majority of the book? Just a question, don't kill me. One of the hottest things I've ever witness: Bennett throwing out the flowers that effing Joel Cignoli sent Chloe. Say whatever you want, it was hot! I guess



possessive, nearly psychotic men make Nyddi happy. I WANT A BENNETT!!!!! I will tell you this, the way Chloe acted in the end? I can understand being mad at the whole "he played down your involvement scenario". Hell, I'd give him hell for ever for that one. But quitting your job right when your presentation is due, knowing so much hinges on you pulling that off so that your school gives you epic referrals and the rest of your career is pretty much set from that point forward? Once more, overreaction. Chloe's neurotic behavior in the end is the only reason this book didn't get 5 stars from me. The only one. Bennett, however, was adorable and just delish in how he eventually reacted and tried to make it up to her. He not only saved her, in my opinion, but he proved right there how much he loved her. And it killed me. 0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Beautiful Bastard By Kindle Customer Awesome writing! This was refreshing to read because it is different to me. I've read all about the bastard before and I never would have thought to add the twists to the mix. I'm pleasantly pleased with this. Ben is a egomaniac and he's diffidently not afraid to admit it. He's cocky, hot headed, sexy as hell- all wrapped up in one, Beautiful Bastard package! He really does grown a lot in the book all the way to the very end and for this I will be forever grateful. The POV also switches from time to time. I LOVED this and they didn't kill him by making him all weenie either. He was written perfectly. Chloe is the Beautiful B* or Bombshell as I like to call her. She's the perfect small dynamite package that bursts like the sky on the Fourth of July. I loved her analogies, inner monologue and all around bad*ssness. She is one tough cookie that can give it as good as she gets it. AWESOME heroine! She too, as a whole develops throughout the entire book. I'm looking forward to reading into the next few books. Their back and fourth all out sexcapades had me in a daze. I didn't know who was going or coming and I mean what that implies. It was relentless with the ups and downs on figuring out their feelings towards one another. I loved this because I'd never read a book with so much passion and hate that it sets you ablaze. Just crazy good old fashion between the lines love. I really did enjoy it and I would recommend to anyone who likes sizzling juicy read that's not so normal. After all, vanilla is pretty plain right? See all 2288 customer reviews...
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